4.2. Тематический план.
№/день Раздел
1

2

UNIT 1
Life
(7.5 ак.часов)

3

4

UNIT 2
Work
(7.5 ак.часов)

5

6

7

UNIT 3
Time Out
(7 ак.часов)

8

9

10

11

UNIT 4
Great minds
(7 ак.часов)

Темы
Feeling good
(1.5 ак.часа)
True love (1.5
ак.часа)
Nice day, isn’t it?
(1.5 ак.часа)
Video lesson:
Someone special +
Lookback (3
ак.часа)
The company 4U?
(1.5 ак.часа)
A risky business
(1.5 ак.часа)
I like working
outside (1.5
ак.часа)
Video lesson:
Dream Commuters
+ Lookback (3
ак.часа)
Free in NYC
(1.5 ак.часа)
Relax! (1.5
ак.часа)
Can I take a
message? (1.5
ак.часа)
Video lesson: Rio
De Janeiro +
Lookback (2.5
ак.часа)
Hidden talent (1,5
ак.часа)
Schools of thought
(1,5 ак.часа)
What should I do?
(1,5 ак.часа)
Video lesson:
Inventions +
Lookback (2.5
ак.часа)

Fantastic film trips

Содержание/Материал
Grammar: question forms; Past Simple
Vocabulary: free time; relationships;
conversation topics
Communication
skill:
asking and
answering questions about holidays and
weekends; small talk
Listening comprehension: stories about
proposals;
understanding
routine
exchanges; an extract from a sitcom
Grammar: Present Simple vs. Present
Continuous; adverbs of frequency
Vocabulary: work-related words and
phrases (office, professions, industries,
etc.)
Communication skill: expressing likes
and dislikes; talking about work
(dangerous jobs, your perfect job, work/life
balance)
Listening comprehension: a description
of a job; a documentary about commuting
Grammar: Present Continuous and be
going to for future; subject questions
Vocabulary: leisure activities; places to
visit; verb collocations for everyday life
Communication skill: talking about future
plans; discussing pastime activities;
making a phone call and dealing with
phone problems
Listening comprehension: a radio
programme about going out in New York;
people making phone calls; an extract from
a travel programme; travel plans
Grammar: Present Perfect for experience;
irregular verbs; modal verbs of permission
and necessity (can, have to, must);
Vocabulary: make vs. do; education
collocations; language learning words and
expressions
Communication skill: talking about your
talents and hobbies; talking about rules;
giving and responding to advice; talking
about inventors and inventions
Listening comprehension:
people
describing their talents; a documentary
about the development of the aeroplane;
people talking about important inventions
Grammar: Past Simple vs. Past

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

(1,5 ак.часа)
Travel tips (1,5
ак.часа)
You can’t miss it
(1,5 ак.часа)
Video lesson: Full
circle + Lookback
(1,5 ак.часа)

Continuous; verb+verb patterns
UNIT 5
Vocabulary: types of transport; travel
Travel
items;
tourism-related
words
and
(6 ак.часа)
expressions
Communication skill: describing a trip;
talking about holidays; asking for and
giving directions; showing and checking
understanding
Listening
comprehension:
people
describing their trips; an extract from a
travel programme
Keeping fit (1,5
Grammar: Present Perfect for unfinished
ак.часа)
actions; modal verbs (may, might, will) for
UNIT 6
The future of food speculation
Fitness
Vocabulary: health-related words and
(1.5 ак.часа)
(6 ак.часов)
expressions; food; illnesses
How are you
Communication
skill:
asking and
feeling? (1,5
answering
questions
with
How
long…? ;
ак.часа)
speculating about future; seeing the doctor;
Video lesson:
giving advice on health
Monitor me +
Listening comprehension: an interview
Lookback (1.5
with a food expert; an extract from a
ак.часа)
documentary about health
Mid-course test
Students are tested both orally and in
(3 ак.часа)
writing to understand how well they have
learnt the material of Units 1-5 and to
identify their weaknesses.
Living the dream
Grammar: used to; linkers of purpose,
(1,5 ак.часа)
cause and result;
UNIT 7
verb+preposition
The great impostor Vocabulary:
Changes
collocations;
life
events
collocations;
(1,5 ак.часа)
(7.5 ак.часов)
school/university facilities
Can you tell me?
Communication skill: talking about life
(1,5 ак.часа)
changes; discussing education abroad;
Video lesson: A
finding out information; talking about a
Greek adventure
new experience
(3 ак.часа)
Listening comprehension: a radio
programme about changing one’s life; an
extract from a film about a family moving
to Greece
Treasure hunt (1,5 Grammar:
relative
clauses;
too
ак.часа)
much/many, enough, very;
UNIT 8
Pay me more! (1,5 Vocabulary: money-related words and
Money
phrases; phrasal verbs; shopping
ак.часа)
(7.5 ак.часов)
Communication skill: discussing ways to
I’m just looking
spend money; discussing pay raise; buying
(1,5 ак.часа)
things; describing things you want to buy;
Video lesson:
coming up with a business idea
Solerebels (3
Listening comprehension: people talking
ак.часа)
about their earnings; a news programme
about starting a business
Green living (1,5
Grammar: comparative and superlative

22

UNIT 9
Nature
(7,5 ак.часов)

23

24

UNIT 10
Society
(6 ак.часов)

25

26

27

UNIT 11
Technology
(7,5 ак.часов)

28

29
UNIT 12
Fame (7,5
ак.часов)

30

ак.часа)
Into the wild (1,5
ак.часа)
It could be
because (1,5
ак.часа)
Video lesson: The
northern lights (3
ак.часа)
Top cities (1,5
ак.часа)
Crime and
punishment (1,5
ак.часа)
There’s a problem
(1.5 ак.часа)
Video lesson:
Mary’s meals (1.5
ак.часа)
Keeping in touch
(1.5 ак.часа)
Make a difference
(1.5 ак.часа)
I totally disagree
(1.5 ак.часа)
Video lesson: Is
TV bad for kids?
(3 ак.часа)
Caught on film
(1.5 ак.часа)
A lucky break (1.5
ак.часа)
What can I do for
you? (1.5 ак.часа)
Video lesson:
Billion dollar man
(3 ак.часа)

Final test
(3 ак.часа)

degrees of adjectives; articles
Vocabulary:
natural
features;
the
outdoors; animals
Communication skill: comparing life in a
city and in the country; making guesses;
giving yourself time to think; talking about
your travel experience
Listening comprehension: a programme
about green ideas; people talking about
working with animals; an extract from a
documentary about the Northern Lights
Grammar: uses of like; passive voice in
Present and Past Simple
Vocabulary: characteristics and features of
cities; types of crimes and punishments;
problems; social issues
Communication skill: describing a city;
talking about crimes and punishments;
complaining
Listening
comprehension:
people
describing a city; an extract from a
documentary about a successful blogger
Grammar: Present Perfect with yet, just
and already; Conditional sentences type 1
Vocabulary: ways to communicate on the
internet; feelings; internet terms
Communication skills: giving opinions;
disagreeing politely; talking about gadgets
Listening comprehension: people talking
about using technology to communicate; an
extract from a documentary about giving
up TV
Grammar: reported speech; Conditional
sentences
type
2
(hypothetical
present/future)
Vocabulary: types of films; word
formation
Communication skills: describing a film;
making requests and offers; asking for
more time
Listening comprehension: people talking
about being famous; an extract from a
documentary about the Formula 1 driver,
Lewis Hamilton; people talking about their
dreams and ambitions
Students take a test in order to better
understand their strengths and weakness
and be able to set further language goals.

